
Yang Style Taijiquan (13 Powers) 楊式太極拳十三勢
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

I. Taijiquan Thirteen Powers
太極拳十三勢

Eight Gates Energies 八門勁

1. Ward-off 1  péng          掤      ☰
2. Roll-back2  lǚ            扌 履      ☷
3. Press  jǐ        擠      ☲
4. Push  àn        按        ☵
5. Pluck  cǎi             採        ☱
6. Rend   liè        挒        ☶
7. Elbow   zhǒu       肘        ☳
8. Lean  kào        靠 ☴
Five-phases of Stance 五行步
9. Advance-step jìn bù          進步 金
10. Retreat-step  tuì bù          退步 水
11. Left-side Gaze zuǒ gù       左顧 木
12. Right-side Look yòu pàn     右盼 火
13. Central Settle  zhōng dìng  中定 土

II. 13 Families of the 37 Essential Forms
十三家三十三十七式

1. Peng Family  péng jiā 掤家

2. Lü Family   lǚ jiā  扌 履       家

3. An Family   àn jiā  擠家

4. Single Whip Family  dān biān jiā 單鞭家
5. Lift Hands Family  tí shǒu jiā 提手家

6. White Crane Family bái hè jiā 白鶴家

7. Advance-step Hit Family jìn bù chuí jiā 進步捶家

8. Cross Hands Family shízì shǒu jiā 十字手家

9. Kick Family   jiǎo jiā  腳家

10. Turn Body Family  zhuǎn shēn jiā  轉身家
11. Hit Tiger Family  dǎ hǔ jiā 打虎家

12. White Snake Family bái shé jiā 白蛇家

13. Seven Star Family qī xīng jiā 七星家

III. Yang Chengfu’s 13 Important Points3

1. Sink the shoulders and drop the elbows
2. Contain the chest and raise the back
3. Sink qi to dantian.4

4. Empty the neck to lead energy to the head-top.5

5. Loosen the yao and kua.
6. Distinguish empty and full
7. Coordinate upper and lower body
8. Use yi not li
9. Harmonize nei and wai
10. Unify yi and qi
11. Seek stillness in movement
12. Unify movement and stillness
13. Evenly unite postures



1 The commonly used translation,ʻWard-offʼ is a somewhat inadequate interpretation of the Chinese word ʻpéng’ (掤). This 
spelling shape for peng was created specifically for taijiquan and is not typically found in Chinese dictionaries. When, on 
rare occasions it is found, it is usually displayed without definition. The Shuōwén Jiězì (說文解字), the Han Dynasty 
Chinese dictionary (the first to deal with the etymology of characters) defines this character as ʻthe cover of an arrow 
quiverʼ where it is pronounced ʻbīngʼ. The character bears similarity to another ʻpéng’ (棚) which means ʻcanopyʼ,ʼshackʼ or 
ʻshedʼ, and the two are pronounced identically. Both variations imply ʻwarding-offʼ as a protection against threatening 
elements. ʻPengʼ as used in taijiquan also relates to other words pronounced the same way or similarly, with meanings 
such as ʻexpandʼ and ʻswellʼ (péng 膨) and ʻtentʼ or ʻsailʼ (péng 篷). The notion of peng as a rounded, arcing hand shape is 
related to the wordʼs early origins in naming a fabulous, mythical bird  the ʻpéng (鵬) sometimes translated as ʻrocʼ (the 
Persian mythology equivalent). This connotes winglike, ʻembracing or carrying with both armsʼ (pěng 捧). Peng is also an 
onomatopoeic word (the meaning of the word being like its sound). The words ʻbumpʼ, ʻbangʼ or ʻbonkʼ are examples of 
onomatopoeia in English and in fact, in Chinese words ʻbumpʼ (pèng 碰) and ʻbangʼ (pēng 砰) correlate, as does the word 
for the sound of the heart beating (pēng 怦). Other cognates include: ʻbēngʼ (嘣) ʻthe sound of thumping and bangingʼ; and, 
most descriptively, ʻpēngʼ (弸 also pronounced ʻbēngʼ, ʻbīngʼ or ʻpéngʼ) describing ʻa bow stretched to the fullʼ. ʻPengʼ in 
Taijiquan equates all of these linguistic influences and provides a good example of how taijiquan terminology employs 
word play to convey what is otherwise ineffable. These subtleties are often impossible to convey in English in a single 
word. Each of  these ways of looking at the word enhance the notion of some sort of structure that naturally billows 
outward from its place of rest. Although ʻwarding offʼ is one possible effect of peng, this is somewhat like translating the 
word ʻwindʼ as ʻblowʼ or ʻbuffetʼ. The translation ʻward-offʼ has been in service for about fifty years. The difficulty in finding 
anything better may ensure that the common translation remains.

2 ʻLǚʼ (扌 履 ) is a taiji term used exclusively in taijiquan  and not found in any Chinese dictionaries. It is comprised of the 
radical ʻhandʼ扌and the character ʻlǚʼ 履 (one of the 64 hexagrams of the Yijing ䷉), translated as ʻtreadingʼ or ʻfollowingʼ, 
implying cautious procedure. Found within ʻtreading is ʻfùʼ (復), the hexagram known as ʻReturnʼ ䷗ with the additional 
meanings ʻturn-overʼ, ʻrecoverʼ and ʻavengeʼ. Another lü (捋) with very similar pronunciation means to ʻstrokeʼ (as one 
would a beard) also to ʻdraw or smooth out with the fingersʼ. Notice the great similarities between this character—捋—and 
another taijiquan character, ʻcǎiʼ (採) ʻpluckʼ or ʻpull-downʼ, the first of the four-corner energies which derives from lü. 
Because扌 履 ) is not to be found in electronic Chinese dictionaries and since the days of manual typesetting are for the most 
part over, ʻ捋ʼ often substitutes for the original character in modern taijiquan publications [(寽) is a picture of a claw (爫) 
above the character ʻinchʼ (寸)]. Another loosely homonymic and possibly relevant word is ʻlùʼ (碌), meaning ʻrollʼ. Lǚ can 
be thought of as: the ʻhand which cautiously draws backʼ; or, ʻreturn by strokingʼ or, ʻrolling backʼ. Note: In pinyin 
romanization the umlauted ü in ʻlǚʼ changes the usual ʻooʼ sound of ʻuʼ (ʻchewʼ) to a quick ʻooieʼ sound something like the 
French word ʻouiʼ.

3 These thirteen points appear in the introduction to Yang Chengfuʼs (楊澄甫) 1934 book ʻThe Essence and Applications of 
Taijiquanʼ.

4 qì chén dāntián (氣沉丹田)

5 xū lǐng dǐng jìn (虛領頂勁) ʻemptiness led to the topʼ energy.


